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1. One of this author’s essays opens by describing a meeting of a board of supervisors debating whether the 
Institute for the Study of Nonviolence, founded by Joan Baez, violated zoning laws. Another essay by this 
author is about the investigation into the suspicious death of the husband of Lucille Miller in the San 
Bernardino Valley; both of those essays are included in the section (*) “Lifestyles in the Golden Land.” The title 
essay of that collection by this author narrates her encounters with people such as Sharon, Max, and Deadeye, and 
ends by talking about a five-year-old given acid and peyote. That essay by this author describes her time in the 
Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco and was reprinted in We Tell Ourselves Stories In Order to Live. For 10 
points, name this author of the essay collections The White Album and Slouching Toward Bethlehem. 
ANSWER: Joan Didion 
 
2. A Van Halen song with this title contains the lines, “so baby dry your eyes, save all the tears you’ve cried” 
and tells the listener that “we belong in a world that must be strong”. A song with this name was released as 
the lead single off the album Everybody Else is Doing It, So Why Can’t We? and begins “oh my life is changing 
every day, in every possible way”. Stevie Nicks claimed to have written a song named for these things in about 
10 minutes, which includes the lines (*) “thunder only happens when it’s raining, players only love you when 
they’re playing”. A song with this title spiked in popularity after a Tiktok of a man listening to it while drinking 
Ocean Spray and skateboarding. In a song titled for these things, Annie Lennox sings “I travel the world and the 
seven seas, everybody’s looking for something”. For 10 points, name this word whose “Sweet” variety gives its 
name to a hit by the Eurythmics. 
ANSWER: dreams [accept sweet dreams] 
 
3. In one account, this ruler captured Spargapises by fooling him and his army into becoming drunk at a 
banquet. This ruler established the Chapar Khaneh, a postal service connecting his empire. An account by 
Herodotus claims that this ruler was later killed by the queen of the Massagetae, Spargapises’ mother 
Tomyris, who would go on to dip this man’s decapitated head in a vessel of blood. This ruler’s son (*) 
Cambyses II continued his father’s expansion, conquering Egypt and Nubia. This man’s namesake “Cylinder” is 
often described as the “first charter of human rights.”At the battle of Thymbra, this man bested King Croesus and 
swiftly annexed the Lydian empire after already conquering the Median empire. For 10 points, name this man who 
freed the captured Jews after conquering Babylon, the founder of the Achaemenid Persian empire. 
ANSWER: Cyrus the Great [or Cyrus II; or Cyrus the Elder; prompt on Cyrus] 
 
4. In 2009, an organization regulating this sport banned full body sportswear after coach Bob Bowman 
threatened to withdraw his athletes from competitions allowing them. After FINA's ban on full body 
sportswear, female athletes in this sport now wear kneeskins while male athletes wear jammers. At the 2019 
World Championships of this sport in Gwangju, Mack Horton refused to share the podium with a Chinese 
athlete suspected of doping; that athlete (*) later received an eight-year ban on competing. At the 2016 Olympics, 
a three-way tie for second place between László Cseh [LAH-shlo TCHE], Chad le Clos in an event won by Joseph 
Schooling. The women's events in this sport at the 2016 Olympics were dominated by Katie Ledecky.  For 10 
points, name this sport that features events like butterfly and freestyle, the sport of Michael Phelps. 
ANSWER: swimming [accept individual swimming events] 
 
5. These objects have numerical Hubble stages between -3 and 9. They are not rings, but one feature of these 
objects is only long-lived in between the inner and outer Lindblad resonance radii. At the corotation radius of 
these objects, the pattern speed is equal to the speed of their components according to density wave theory. 



 

Horace Babcock’s measurement of the (*) flat rotation curve of these objects spurred the development of 
Modified Newtonian Dynamics and theories of dark matter. These objects often feature a central bar extending from 
the central bulge. One of these objects features a central black hole called the Sagittarius A-star, and two of them are 
expected to collide in roughly 4.5 billion years. For 10 points, name this class of objects that includes Andromeda 
and the Milky Way. 
Answer: spiral galaxies [prompt on galaxies, accept spiral arms of galaxies before central rings] 
 
6. In one episode, this character becomes upset when they find a post-it note that says “sorry, I can’t, don’t 
hate me.” This character becomes romantically involved with an older, famous artist played by Mikhail 
Baryshnikov, though the relationship is almost cut short because of the fact that he has had a vasectomy. 
After Aleksandr Petrosvky slaps this character, an ex-boyfriend finds her in the lobby of a (*) Paris hotel and 
tells her that she’s “the one”. The real name of this character’s boyfriend, played by Chris Noth, is never heard until 
the finale reveals it is John. This character writes a column about relationships for the New York Star, which titles 
the show in which she is the main character. For 10 points, name this character who has an on-and-off relationship 
with Mr. Big, played by Sarah Jessica Parker on Sex and the City. 
ANSWER: Carrie Bradshaw 
 
7. The first restaurant in this city to receive three Michelin stars is a seafood restaurant called South Road. A 
dish from this city whose name literally translates to “Honey Juice Calabash” is made with pork fat wrapped 
in flour and glazed with honey. A dish from this city of paper of thin strips of lamb in minimally seasoned 
broth is called instant boiled mutton. A century-old restaurant in this city called (*) Quanjude is known for 
cooking a famous local meat dish by using open oven roasting, while the 600-year old restaurant Bianyifang uses a 
closed oven. That dish named for this city is a whole bird glazed with malt sugar that makes a crispy red-orange 
skin. For 10 points, name this Chinese city, the birthplace of imperial cuisine famous for its namesake roasted duck. 
ANSWER: Beijing or Peking 
 
8. While first being workshopped, this musical’s ending would change based off of which cast member 
performed the best. In this musical, Val discusses her plastic surgery and the importance of beauty compared 
to talent in the number “Dance: Ten; Looks: Three”. In this musical, Diana Morales she reflects on high 
school and her passion in the numbers “Nothing” and (*)“What I Did For Love”. The director Zach berates his 
ex-girlfriend Cassie for giving up her dreams in this musical, which ends with the dancers blending together in their 
gold costuming as they perform “One”.  In this musical’s long opening number, a woman laments “I really need this 
job/please God I need this job” and the whole cast of dancers repeats “god, I hope I get it, I hope I get it”.  For 10 
points, name this musical about a group of dancers auditioning for a part in the title ensemble. 
ANSWER: A Chorus Line 
 
9. A book by a thinker from this country opens “sovereign is he who decides on the exception”. That thinker 
from this country argued that all “true” politics is based on the distinction between friend and enemy in The 
Concept of the Political. A different philosopher from this country opened one essay by “forgoing” directly 
answering the title question and instead “elucidating” a “definite question” about the title discipline. That 
thinker from this country, who wrote (*) “What is Metaphysics?”, described human existence as “being thrown” 
into the world and introduced the concept of Dasein in his book Being and Time. For 10 points, thinkers such as Carl 
Schmitt and Martin Heidegger have been criticized for their support of the Nazi Party in what country? 
ANSWER: Germany [accept Weimar Republic; accept Nazi Germany or the Third Reich; or Deutschland] 
 
10. This chain’s Russian division briefly ran an ad promising free products to any woman who got pregnant 
during the 2018 World Cup. The original store of this chain included the word “insta” at the start of its name 
when it was founded in Jacksonville, Florida.  This chain produced three advertising games, including 



 

PocketBike Racer and Big Bumpin’, starring its mascot and downloadable through XBox Live. A special 
Halloween version of this chain’s most famous item turned customers’ stool a (*) green colour. Because of a 
trademark dispute, this chain owns hundreds of stores under the name Hungry Jack’s with otherwise the same 
yellow and red logo. In 2005, this chain added a breaded meat side called Chicken Fries to its menu. For 10 points, 
name this fast food chain advertised by a royal mascot, which serves the Whopper. 
ANSWER: Burger King 
 
11. In a painting by this artist, three figures holding a pair of scissors, a doll, and a magnifying glass 
accompany a bound figure as the four of them float in the air. In another painting by this artist, their maid, 
clad in what seems to be a maja funeral dress, leans against a burial mound. Another painting by this artist 
depicts a man pointing towards a town on a mountain while a woman looks away from him; both figures in 
that painting float in the air above a group of mounted soldiers. Those paintings, which include (*) Atropos, 
La Leocadia, and Fantastic Vision, were painted on the walls of this artist's house, the Quinta del Sordo. In perhaps 
the most famous painting by this artist, a man stares straight ahead as he bites the arm of a headless body. For 10 
points, name this Spanish painter of Saturn Devouring His Son, one of his Black Paintings. 
ANSWER: Francisco José de Goya y Lucientes 
 
12. Two of this country’s main political parties are descended from an organization which wrote the Letter of 
the Six, called the National Salvation Front. Students in this country demanded that members of the 
Communist Party be prevented from running in an election during the Golaniad protests. A leader of this 
country razed an entire historical quarter to build the massive parliament building called the House of the 
Republic. This country abolished the death penalty on Christmas Day immediately after (*) executing a 
long-time dictator in 1989. That leader of this country, who had outlawed contraception and abortion in Decree 770, 
was overthrown in the only violent revolution at the end of the Cold War. For 10 points, name this Eastern European 
country, whose Communist regime was led by the dictator Nicolae Ceaușescu. 
ANSWER: Romania 
 
13. Early mixtapes by this artist include Codeine Cowboy and Codeine Astronauts. On one song, this artist 
raps “before Benihana's it was canned goods, before canned goods it was Similac.” The cover of an EP by this 
artist is a Japanese print of a man wrestling with a large fish in front of a tree; that release is called Hibachi 
for Lunch. On the fourth verse of one song, this artist raps “okay, now catch up to my campaign, coupe the 
color of mayonnaise.” This artist’s album (*) Pretty Girls Like Trap Music includes a song with Travis Scott 
singing “okay you popped up on me by surprise.” On one song, this artist raps “she had a big booty so I called her 
big booty” and  “when I die, bury me inside the Gucci store”. For 10 points, name this artist behind the songs 
“Birthday Song,” “4AM,” and “It’s A Vibe,” named for the jewelry he wears around his neck. 
ANSWER: 2 Chainz (or Tauheed Epps, formerly known as Tity Boi) 
 
14. People of this religion living in two different countries corresponded to discuss proper practices in the 22 
Revayats. Young adherents and converts are inducted into this religion in the Navjote ceremony. The 
recitation of texts in this religion is accompanied by a ceremony using milk and twigs from a tree in the 
“offering to the waters”. A collection of 21 hymns from this religion are the Yashts. While still celebrated by 
people of other faiths, the (*) Nowruz celebration originated in this religion. This religion believes that after 3,000 
years a saviour-figure called the Saoshyant will be born. This religion’s texts, which describe the evil being called 
Angra Mainyu, are called Avesta and are collected in the Yasna. For 10 points, name this pre-Islamic Iranian 
religion that holds Ahura Mazda as supreme deity, worshipped in its fire temples. 
ANSWER: Zoroastrianism or Mazdayasna 
 



 

15. In a show from this country, one character describes moshing as “a bit like being beaten up to music” 
while he and another main character get too high at a rock concert with one of their girlfriends. In another 
episode of that show from this country, a character tries to impress his crush by walking in her fashion show, 
but accidentally walks down the runway with one of his testicles hanging out. An edgy show set in this 
country on the channel (*) E4 replaced its entire teenage cast twice over its seven seasons, starting in 2007. The 
title group of a show set in this country gets around in a yellow Fiat Cinquecento with a single red door. In a show 
set in this country, the teenage son of a sex therapist begins his own business giving advice to high schoolers with 
his crush Maeve. For 10 points, name this country that has produced teen shows like The Inbetweeners, Skins, and 
Sex Education. 
ANSWER: United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland [accept England] 
 
16. This author described a trip to England where they watched Edmund Kean perform Othello in Memoirs 
of an Egotist. In one scene in a novel by this author, the protagonist recites whole pages in Latin from the New 
Testament after almost being dismissed as a tutor. This author developed the theory of “crystallization” after 
a trip to the mines of Salzburg, an event described in this author’s On Love.  The protagonist of a novel by 
this author loses a marriage blessing after the arrival of a letter from the (*) Abbé Chélan. That protagonist of a 
novel by this author attaches himself to the Marquis de la Mole and is guillotined after shooting Madame de Rênal. 
For 10 points, name this author who described Julien Sorel’s choice between the army and the clergy in The Red and 
the Black.  
ANSWER: Stendhal [or Marie-Henri Beyle] 
 
17. While suffering from bursitis, a player on this team began wearing a basketball sleeve that would catch on 
with other players without the medical need. Before losing a playoff game to this team, one player was 
criticized for attending his graduation ceremony. This team holds the record for the longest losing streak in 
the NBA with 28 games, and is tied with Cleveland for the longest streak within a single season. In the reverse 
outcome of a similar moment involving (*) Kawhi Leonard, this team won a playoff series after a buzzer beater 
shot missed by Vince Carter. A player who spent most of his career playing for this team led them to an NBA finals 
against the Lakers in 2001 and, during a rant, said the word practice 14 times. For 10 points, name this NBA team 
whose fans were told to “trust the process”, the main team of Joel Embiid and Allen Iverson. 
ANSWER: Philadelphia 76ers [accept either underlined; do not accept or prompt on the old team, the “Philadelphia 
Warriors”] 
 
18. At the Blue Ox, a prostitute in this film tells a police chief that another character is uncircumcised after 
her coworker exclaims “Go Bears”. This film’s poster has a cross-stitched design and calls it “a homespun 
murder story.” After having lunch with Mike Yanagita, the protagonist of this film realizes Mike’s story 
about the death of his wife is false. The husband of this film’s protagonist paints a mallard that is selected for 
use on the (*) 3-cent postage stamp. After Wade is killed in a shoot-out in a parking garage in this film, Carl buries 
a briefcase full of money on the side of the road. At the end of this film, Marge Gunderson arrests a man who put the 
body of a Steve Buscemi-played character through a woodchipper. For 10 points, name this 1996 Coen brothers film 
starring Frances McDormand that is titled for the most populous city in North Dakota. 
ANSWER: Fargo 
 
19. Lars Onsager showed that any system with a bounded phase space will achieve a negative value of this 
quantity at a high enough energy. In an adiabatic process on a diatomic ideal gas, the volume times this 
quantity raised to the five-halves power remains constant. This quantity is equal to one over the derivative of 
entropy with respect to internal energy in a closed system at constant volume. The (*) root-mean-square 
velocity of particles in a monatomic ideal gas is equal to the square root of 3 times Boltzmann’s Constant times this 
quantity over mass. At low values of this quantity, the specific heat capacity approaches zero since all degrees of 



 

freedom freeze out according to the Third Law of Thermodynamics. For 10 points, name this quantity measured in 
Kelvins. 
ANSWER: temperature 
 
20. Though the main character only uses one hand, the makers of this game hired stunt performers to model 
the two-handed chanbara style of sword fighting. Additional content cut from this game because of 
technological limitations is included in its “Master Quest” version, which also mirrored several locations. 
Princess Ruto is among a race of aquatic beings introduced in this game, which was also the first in the series 
to feature (*) Z-targeting. If the player makes the wrong decisions and saves, this game’s infamous Water Temple 
can become unsolvable and the game unbeatable. The protagonist of this game is sealed away for seven years by the 
Seven Sages; this allows the player to play as a young and older version of the protagonist, who is aided by Sheik. 
For 10 points, name this entry in the Zelda series, the first 3-D game in the franchise named for a magical musical 
instrument. 
ANSWER: The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 
 
 
Bonuses 
 
1. Surprisingly, both recent teams to achieve this phenomenon went 4–0 during the preseason. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this unfortunate result, which was obtained by the 2017 Cleveland Browns and the 2008 Detroit Lions. 
ANSWER: winless season [or going 0–16; or any reasonable equivalents] 
[10] This former tackle for the Browns who was selected in the 2007 NFL draft did not miss a single play between 
the 2007 season and October 22, 2017, when he injured his triceps on a play against the Titans. 
ANSWER: Joe Thomas [or Joseph Hayden Thomas] 
[10] The Browns earned the first pick in the 2018 NFL draft, which they used to pick this quarterback. This player 
would become their starting quarterback after he helped them win their first game since 2016. 
ANSWER: Baker (Hayden) Mayfield 
<Mitch Baron, Sports (Big)> 
 
2. In 2019, Mattel collaborated with this musical act to create dolls based off their music video of their collaboration 
with Nicki Minaj. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this group, who proclaimed “I love myself, I love my fans, love my dance and my what” in their song 
“IDOL”. This group’s fan base is called ARMY. 
ANSWER: BTS [or Bangtan Sonyeondan; accept Bangtan Boys; accept Bulletproof Boy Scouts; accept Beyond 
the Scene] 
[10] BTS collaborated with Halsey on this song, which repeats the lyrics “oh muh muh my” and describes how 
“there is nothing stronger” than the title kind of person. Jin asks “come be my teacher” on this song. 
ANSWER: Boy with Luv (don’t accept Boy in Luv, that’s an earlier song) 
[10] This is the short name that Kim Nam-Joon, the rapper and leader of BTS, goes by as an artist. This artist is 
featured on a remix of Old Town Road called Seoul Town Road and has dropped the solo mixtape Mono. 
ANSWER: RM  
<Sam Eng+EC, Music> 
 
3. There are many different sizes of infinite sets in mathematics. For 10 points each:  
[10] An infinite set A is countable if each element of A can be mapped to an element in this set. This set of 
“counting numbers” is often defined as all positive integers, or the set of whole numbers excluding 0. 
ANSWER: natural numbers 



 

[10] Sets such as the real numbers are uncountable, as proved by this German mathematician using a “diagonal 
argument”. His namesake set is constructed by iteratively removing the open middle thirds of the interval [0,1]. 
ANSWER: Georg Cantor  
[10] Despite being uncountable, the Cantor set is a closed subset of the real numbers and is totally bounded; thus it 
has this property by the Heine-Borel theorem. A metric space A has this property if and only if every open cover of 
A has a finite subcover. 
ANSWER: compactness 
<Daniel Richardson, Other Science> 
 
4. This character changes her hair every week and a half, works for Amazon, and has a mind control device planted 
on the back of her neck to make her unable to resist the character Gideon Graves, played by Jason Schwartzman. For 
10 points each: 
[10] Name this character who has “seven evil exes” and is the love-interest of the title character in the film Scott 
Pilgrim vs. the World. She is played by Mary Elizabeth Winstead. 
ANSWER: Ramona Flowers 
[10] Ramona’s second evil ex whom Scott Pilgrim must defeat is the actor and celebrity skateboarder Lucas Lee, 
who is played by this actor who later found larger fame as Captain America in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. 
ANSWER: Chris Evans  
[10] Ramona’s third evil ex almost defeats Scott Pilgrim with his telekinetic and telepathic powers due to being one 
of these people, but his powers are stripped by the police force of these people after he commits three infractions. 
ANSWER: being a vegan 
<Rachel Cameron, Movies> 
 
5. John O’Hurley serves as the announcer for the “National” one of these events broadcast by NBC every 
(American) Thanksgiving. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these controversial events, in which judges determine the conformation of animals like terriers and 
collies to a breed standard. 
ANSWER: dog shows [prompt on conformation show or breed show] 
[10] Many breeders of this group actively resist inclusion in dog shows, for fear of reducing this group’s practical 
qualities. This group generally includes mastiffs, livestock guardian dogs and sled dogs, but does not include 
herding dogs. 
ANSWER: working dogs 
[10] Among the working group are these gigantic, thick-coated dogs. Known for their webbed paws and unique 
swimming ability, they have often rescued overboard fishermen in their namesake region. 
ANSWER: Newfoundlands [or Newfies] 
 
6. In this story, a group of parents at Miss Marsalles’ party become restless upon the arrival of girls from the 
Greenhill School for handicapped children. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this story, in which a girl with Down’s Syndrome beautifully performs the title piece on piano. 
ANSWER: “Dance of the Happy Shades” 
[10] “Dance of the Happy Shades” is by this short story author. This author of “The Moons of Jupiter” became the 
first Canadian to win the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2013.  
ANSWER: Alice Munro 
[10] In this Munro story, Young James dies shortly after an ocean crossing from Scotland. This title story of a 2006 
collection begins with a trip to an Edinburgh high point that apparently shows the coast of America.  
ANSWER: “The View from Castle Rock” 
 



 

7. After Novak Djokovic hit a lob shot that looked unreturnable at the 2009 U.S. Open, this player hit a shot between 
his legs to get triple match point. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Swiss player, who has had a long rivalry with Rafael Nadal. 
ANSWER: Roger Federer 
[10] After losing a point during a game against this Czech player, Federer correctly pointed out to the umpire that 
the ball had bounced twice based on how it came back at him. This player upset Federer at Wimbledon in 2010 and 
in 2012 at the U.S. Open and is only of three players to have beat all of the Big Four at major events. 
ANSWER: Tomáš Berdych 
[10] This other Swiss player, also one of the three to beat a Big Four player, won gold alongside Federer playing 
doubles at the 2008 Olympics. This powerful backhander won the 2015 French Open as part of his late career surge 
in success. 
ANSWER: Stan or Stanislas Wawrinka 
 
8. Rather than being torn apart by Maenads, Monteverdi’s opera ends with this protagonist ascending to heaven with 
Apollo. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this title character, from an early Italian opera who travels to the underworld to find his lover Euridice. 
ANSWER: Orpheus [accept L’Orfeo] 
[10] Although L’Orfeo is the oldest consistently performed opera, the earliest opera is considered to be this now lost 
work by Jacopo Peri and Jacopo Corsi. 
ANSWER: Dafne 
[10] In L’Orfeo, Monteverdi scores an unusually varied instrumentation for this distinctly Baroque chordal 
accompaniment that typically features harpsichord and cello. 
ANSWER: basso continuo 
 
9. Concepts in this linguistic subfield include reduplication, which is when part of a word repeats itself to derive new 
words or express a grammatical function like plurality. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this linguistic subfield that is concerned with the study of words and their parts. 
ANSWER: morphology 
[10] While morphology is concerned with morphemes, the smallest meaningful units of language, phonology is 
concerned with these things, the smallest units of speech sounds that distinguish words from each other.  
ANSWER: phonemes 
[10] Phonemes can be represented by matrices of distinctive features, which separate phonemes into natural classes 
of sounds that group together in phonological rules. Name this feature that indicates if a consonant is palatal, velar, 
or uvular. 
ANSWER: plus dorsal  
<Sam Eng, RMPSS (Social Science, Linguistics)>   
 
10. The fourteen families of El Salvador monopolized land use in order to establish plantations for this cash crop in 
the mid-nineteenth century. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this cash crop. Barons who grew this crop in São Paulo dominated Brazilian politics after the deposition 
of the monarchy. 
ANSWER: coffee 
[10] This other crop dominated El Salvador’s economy for 300 years before the post-independence switch to coffee. 
Eliza Lucas cultivated this crop in South Carolina, where it became the second most profitable export behind rice.  
ANSWER: indigo 
[10] Coffee eventually lost its pre-eminence in the El Salvadoran economy during this decade’s civil war. This 
decade saw the Reagan administration launch an invasion of Grenada. 
ANSWER: 1980s [prompt on 80s] 



 

 
11. A song advocating for safe sex by this group includes the pithy lyrics “keep a generation gap, try wearing a cap” 
and repeats “no gimme no more pickni”. For ten points each: 
[10] Name this band, a 2 Tone Group behind songs like Too Much Too Young, Ghost Town, and A Message to You 
Rudy. This group also inspired a brief revival of rude boy fashion with pork pie hats and loafers. 
ANSWER: The Specials or Special A.K.A. 
[10] The Specials mixed punk rock and this Jamaican genre, which also inspired bands like No Doubt, Magic!, and 
Sublime. 
ANSWER: ska 
[10] The Specials’ 2 Tone record label also released music by Madness, a band best known for this song. Lead 
singer Chas Smash describes how in the title place of this song “there's always something happening, and it's usually 
quite loud”, and compares it to a castle and a keep. 
ANSWER” Our House 
 
12. The 1951 Academy Awards Ceremony saw competition between two films often considered among the greatest 
ever made. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this movie starring Anne Baxter as the title fan of Margo Channing, played by Bette Davis. Margo gives 
a monologue on her career while in a stalled car and says, “Fasten your seatbelts, it’s going to be a bumpy night” in 
this film. 
ANSWER: All About Eve 
[10] The other classic film, Sunset Boulevard was nominated for every acting Oscar and won none. This actress 
played Norma Desmond, an aging silent-film star yearning to return to the screen. This actress says, “all right, Mr. 
DeMille, I’m ready for my close-up” at the end of Sunset Boulevard. 
ANSWER: Gloria Swanson  
[10] Sunset Boulevard was directed by Billy Wilder, who also made Some Like It Hot starring this actress and sex 
symbol, who had a supporting role in All About Eve. This star of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes had highly publicized 
marriages to Joe DiMaggio and Arthur Miller. 
ANSWER: Marilyn Monroe or Norma Jean Baker 
<Daniel Richardson + EC, Movies> 
 
13. During voting rounds called by players of this game, accusations are commonly made by claiming a player of a 
certain colour “is sus”. For ten points each: 
[10] Name this Mafia-inspired game featuring crewmates and impostors, whose explosion in popularity in mid-2020 
is credited in part to the COVID pandemic. 
ANSWER: Among Us 
[10] Another adaptation of Mafia is this game set in the early colonial U.S. Odd roles in this game include 
Amnesiac, Arsonist, and Janitor. 
ANSWER: Town of Salem 
[10] In 2016, Ubisoft published this game, a fantasy take on the Mafia format that uses Oculus Rift and other virtual 
reality hardware. This game, whose title is based on the other name the original game of Mafia is often known by, is 
getting a movie adaptation which started production shortly before the pandemic. 
ANSWER: Werewolves Within 
 
14. A sit-in strike held by this union only ended when Governor Frank Murphy himself mediated after the strikers 
held off several police assaults by tossing bottles and bolts. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this union, which organized employees in a dominant sector in Michigan during the Great Depression. 
Walter Reuther was the long-time head of this union. 
ANSWER:  United Auto Workers 



 

[10] Robert MacNamara was part of a group of ‘Whiz Kids’ that worked for this company, founded by the owner of 
the Dearborn Independent. Its founder once quipped that you could get this company’s Model T in any color, so 
long as it was black. 
ANSWER: Ford Motor Company 
[10] A UAW strike led to this 1937 incident, where Reuther and Richard Frankensteen were assaulted on camera. It 
led to Ford being denounced by the NLRB; Ford agreed to collective bargaining three years later. 
ANSWER: Battle of the Overpass  
<Doug Simons, Western History> 
 
15. Michael Emerson played the protagonist of this show, who develops an elaborate program called “the Machine” 
for the U.S. government to predict and stop terrorist attacks but then uses it to fight crime. For ten points each, 
[10] Name this show, in which the Machine gives out only the Social Security Number of the title people 
investigated by the main characters. The voice-over at the start of this show’s first season began with “you are being 
watched”. 
ANSWER: Person of Interest 
[10] On Person of Interest, ex-special forces John Reese is aided by two detectives from this organization. Brooklyn 
99 is about an office of people working for this organization. 
ANSWER: NYPD or the New York Police department 
[10] ISA assassin Sameen Shaw on Person of Interest is played by this actress of Iranian descent. This actress also 
played a detective Reese on the show Life and starred in the one season sci-fi series Reverie. 
ANSWER: Sarah Shahi 
 
16. This is the most visited national park in the US and one of the most polluted. For 10 points each, 
[10] Name this park. The Appalachian Trail runs down the middle of this park along the Tennessee and North 
Carolina border. This park is named for the region of the Appalachian Mountains where it is located. 
ANSWER: Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
[10] This park receives roughly one percent of the amount of visitors that Great Smoky Mountains park receives. 
This park contains the largest old-growth floodplain forest remaining in North America and is the only national park 
in the state of South Carolina. 
ANSWER: Congaree National Park 
[10] Some tributaries of the Congaree River begin in this region of the Appalachian Mountains which encompass the 
Great Smoky Mountains. This region is named for their apparent color when viewed from a distance. 
ANSWER: Blue Ridge Mountains 
<Rachel Cameron, Geography/Other> 
 
17. This author wrote of "one hundred million voices” shouting through the speaker’s “tortured mouth”. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this poet behind the elegy Requiem. This poet wrote “for one moment of peace/I would give the peace of 
the tomb” in Poem Without a Hero. 
ANSWER: Anna Akhmatova 
[10] Anna Akhmatova wrote in this language. Notable poets in this language include Mikhail Lermontov and 
Alexander Pushkin.  
ANSWER: Russian 
[10] In the 1910s, Akhmatova was associated with this “Appollonian” post-Symbolist movement. This St. 
Petersburg-based group included Mikhail Kuzmin, Georgiy Ivanov, and Osip Mandelstam.  
ANSWER: The Acmeists 
 



 

18. In this parody, Draco Malfoy denounces Hogwarts in favor of the Mars-based wizarding school Pigfarts led by 
the talking lion Rumbleroar. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this musical parody of a certain book series, which gained popularity when it was uploaded to Youtube 
after it was performed by a college theater group in 2009 . 
ANSWER: A Very Potter Musical 
[10] This actor, a founding member and co-owner of Starkid Productions, starred as Harry Potter in A Very Potter 
Musical and its sequels. He is better known for his portrayal of “Gay Blaine” Anderson on a show created by Ryan 
Murphy. 
ANSWER: Darren Criss 
[10] Gay Blaine has a relationship with Kurt Hummel on this musical show. Cory Monteith starred alongside Lea 
Michele on this show for four seasons until his death from overdose. 
ANSWER: Glee 
<Sam Eng, Other> 
 
19. This man was possibly a son of Cadmus or an early king of Attica. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this mythical king, who survived his namesake flood that brought an end to the Silver Age. 
ANSWER: Ogyges 
[10] Ogyges may have also been the namesake of an island where Calypso kept this hero for 7 years on his way 
back home from the Trojan war. 
ANSWER: Odysseus 
[10] Calypso was the daughter of Atlas and this nymph. This nymph was also the grandmother of another flood 
survivor, Dardanus, and the mother of 7 sisters chased by Orion who were immortalized as stars. 
ANSWER: Pleione 
 
20. This drug was discovered after significant modification of atoxyl by Paul Erlich in search of a “magic bullet”. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this drug, the first modern chemotherapeutic agent discovered through structural modifications of a lead 
[leed] compound. 
ANSWER: Salvarsan [or Arsphenamine or 606] 
[10] The discovery of Salvarsan was a huge step forward for the treatment of this sexually transmitted infection that 
was introduced by the Colombian exchange to Naples. Treatment of this disease had previously relied on mercury, 
which could itself be fatal. 
ANSWER: syphilis 
[10] Another early antibacterial, the sulfonamides, work by competitively inhibiting the synthesis of this compound 
in bacteria. This compound must be supplemented by humans as vitamin B9, especially in pregnancy to support 
neural tube formation. 
ANSWER: folate [or folacin, or folic acid] 


